
 

 

Essay Papers: 

Tips on writing an Admission Essay 

Admission essay is a way to present one’s self to the university evaluators. This is a tool 

to convey the applicant’s uniqueness of character among others who applied as well. It also a 

way to assess the applicant’s writing skills. There are many things to consider when writing an 

admission essay. Due to the fact that there are thousands of applicants that send their admission 

letter, it is only right to make sure that one writes about the most distinguishable traits that he 

possesses. It is also essential to follow some useful tips that can help in developing an excellent 

admission essay. 

 First thing to consider is to make an outline of useful information that can be included in 

the essay. If ever there are questions being asked, it is important to review thoroughly the 

questions and ponder upon what exactly is being asked. Creating an outline will serve as a guide 

in for the writer to remember what approach he had to make in writing the admission letter.  It is 

also essential to remember to write the essay with one’s own perspective. This will make the 

essay more personal and unique to the readers. It is often hard to find distinctive ideas that will 

draw the readers’ attention. It is advised that the writer should be resourceful and make use of 

everything that can inspire one’s writing. There are few ways to be resourceful. One is advised to 

ask around people that know them better and read recommendation letters for inspiration and 

incorporate accomplishments in the essay. In this admission essay, the outline focused on the 

experiences the writer had that led to the dream of being an entrepreneur and studying in the 

University of San Francisco, the accomplishments she did like doing charity work in Changmai, 

Thailand and her beliefs and philosophy about education and life. There should be emphasis on 

the lessons that were learned from the experience. The writer of the admission essay learned 

about how to help people in need and have a look on how poverty exists in another side of the 

globe. She also learned about the importance of work in achieving her goals.  

 After making an outline, the next thing to do is to provide information based on the 

application or resume given to the panel of evaluators. In the admission essay, the writer wrote 

about specific examples and detailed information that gave the readers perspective of what the 

writer achieved.  In doing the body of the essay and presenting useful information about one’s 

self, one should consider following the guidelines given by the university. There are different 

guidelines provided depending on the university. When writing the essay, it is advisable to 

mention the good traits of the university and the reasons why you have applied to the institutions. 

In admission essay, the writer conveyed that what has enticed her to choose the university is the 

high standard of education. The possibility of acceptance is more probable if the essay has a 

positive tone in it. The writer should include positive points that help her decide to apply in the 

university. A clear presentation of ideas is much needed to be able to entice the evaluator to 

consider the application. One should be creative and be organized in presenting one’s ideas to 

properly make a stand on what one wants to convey to the readers. 

 Lastly, it is vital to proofread one’s work twice or thrice before submitting the final 

product.  The admission essay serves as the foundation for one’s college admission. It is 

important to take note of the grammatical errors, spelling and punctuation rules. It would be 

much better that the admission essay appears neat and well-thought out.  
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